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Abstract— In this research, the low noise portable wireless
modem for patient ECG signal transfer based SDR technology
is investigated and developed. The electrocardiogram (ECG)
signal is obtained from human heart and sent to a personal
watch fixed in the doctor hand to serve the emergency
situation. The ECG signal is amplified and filtered using
digital modem connected with either GSM or any other
communication system like WLAN and mobile phone
technology. Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology offers
the reconfiguration and flexibility to eliminate the noise and
interference from ECG signal in the receiver side. To overcome
the noise problems associated with the ECG signals, the
Fractional Space Equalizer (FSE) algorithms is used in the
receiver side with accurate filtering in the baseband signals. In
this techniques, the real time remotely checking is realized and
the people could be monitored from outside of hospital and
early treatment is promising. The proposed system enhance the
human daily life and keep it more relaxed. Results shows the
reality of the modem with low noise and interference.

Index Terms— Wireless Modem, ECG,FSE, SDR

I. INTRODUCTION
The most important problems in the healthcare is the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal which will stopped the
human life instantaneously. In near future, the people over 70
years will become more than 700 million in the world which
is twice of the 1990 rate[1]. However, healthcare providers
are planning to develop a high quality and low cost systems
to make people life more comfortable who suffer from heart
diseases. Nowadays, the advance wireless communication
systems becomes active research area to support and serve the
requirements of consumer. Hence, the development of
portable remote healthy monitoring systems enable
observing of some diseases from hospitals. The objectives of
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healthcare development is to check and monitoring online
medical parameters in order to reach this information from
everywhere and anytime[2]. The implantation of this systems
becomes more easy due to rapid growth in the
communication
technology.
Additionally,
the
communication channel systems is mostly effected by noise
and interference with excess medium and channels as well as
delay spread introduced by inter symbol interference.
Therefore, the transmission channel equalization should be
used in this type of modem to compensate the unwanted
outcome in the channel. To attain this objective, the equalizer
uses an estimate of the channel frequency response, thought
the fading channel vary all through the broadcast phase. The
equalizer required here to study the frequency response in an
adaptive style to be talented to incessantly alleviate the
unenthusiastic outcome in the channel[3]. The obtainable
equalization channels techniques like FSE with other types
shows better performance [4]. Inter symbol Interference (ISI)
is a form of distortion in which one symbol interferes with
subsequent symbols. The ISI is an unwanted occurrence as
the preceding symbols has alike effects as noise , hence
making the communication fewer dependable. The multipath
propagation is almost caused the ISI in the channel and the
inherent non-linear frequency response produce successive
symbols [5]. Many researcher is proposed their design in this
field but with some limitation due to never used the SDR
technology
which
offers
good
flexibility and
re-programmability in the remote control technology.
Additionally, the distance limitation is breakdown the
designer objectives due to ECG frequency which is below
5-30 Hz. To enhance the capability of telemedicine, the ECG
transmission via communication channels is developed and
reported using LabView by [6] and [7]. In order to transmit
the ECG signal, it is possible to digitalized first and convert
the signal to packets [8]. The transmission of real time ECG
signal through voice channel with minimum cost using GSM
network has been introduced by [9]. The Zigbee technology
and Bluetooth is used to transmit the biomedical data has
been proposed by [10] and [11] respectively. In addition, the
wireless sensor nodes is used to transfer the ECG signal from
human heart to the monitoring staff by [12]. In this research,
the ECG signal will process and transmitted to the doctor in
charge using the most flexible and reconfigured technology
represented by SDR idea. The SDR transceiver showing in
Figure 1 has been modeled and developed to enhance the fast
and easy healthcare using MATLAB and System Generator.
The objective of this research is to transmit the biomedical
data such as ECG signal from remot patient location to the
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healthycare staff using the public GSM mobile phone in
order to facilitate and rapidly treatment the emergency case.
The smoothing of electrocardiogram (ECG) signal with
noise and after equalizer fiter could be simulated using
MATLAB as ullistrated in Figure 2. The noise level could be
controlled by using FIR filter with different step size and vary
filter order. The number of samples with frame size will
indicate the performance of the ECG smooth degree.
However, The ideal ECG signal is shown in the bottom of the
figure for comparision reason.

II. SDR TRANSCEIVER DESIGN
The ECG signal is an electrical activity of human heart with
0.05-10 mV peak amplitude which need an amplified stage
before send to SDR transciever. The power electricity line
will generate 50 Hz noise and interference as well as other
noise source like human body, passive circuit component,
passive LPF and RC high pass filter. However, an operational
amplifier must be used to amplify the ECG signal as first
stage before sending to SDR transmitter. The FSE linear
equalizer operating on QAM data source with noise and
filtering introduced in the channel model. The FSE
equalizer operate based on FSE algorithms with 64-taps
filter. The standards constellation and eyes diagrams in
MATLAB simulation model is used to test the transmit and
receive signals. To minimize the error, the FSE algorithms is
used in the receiver side after the transmit signal is
contaminated by noise and ISI. The simulation can be broken
down into three main stages, transmitter, channel and
receiver. The modulation and demodulation steps are
comprised of several distinct systems. The 16-QAM
baseband signal is generated and passed through a channel.
When the baseband signals are transmitted over a
communication channel then they are distorted by various
channel imperfections. The MATLAB model for proposed
FSE equalizer has been developed as shown in Figure 4. In
the receiver side, the incoming signals is mixed with noise
and down converted into intermediate frequency and fined
gain filtered signal is then pass through the FSE equalizer to
be compared with transmitted signal then demodulated to
recovered the original data. The modulated 16-QAM signal
is passed through non linear IIR filter to generate ISI noise in
the transmitter path.

Figure 1: proposed ECG signal Transfare system

Figure 2: ECG signal with and without noise

The M-file code programs could be used to creat the ECG
sinal in MATLAB assuming 89 beats per minuts and the
peak amplitude voltage of 3.5 mv as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4: MATLAB SDR design with FSE algorithms

The transmitted signal is up converted and shaped by root
raised cosine filter. After the transmitted signal is up
converted it may lose some of properties, therefore the gain
stage should be used to balance this loses before transmitted
to the channel stage. The transmitter design model in
MATLAB is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 3: ECG signal specification

Figure 5: SDR transmitter link modeling
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In the receiver path, the incoming signal with ISI and noise is
down sampled and filtered by using root raise cosine filter
and fine gain before equalize stage. The contaminated
incoming signal is then passed through the FSE equalizer to
remove all type of noise and ISI introduced by AWGN
channel and non linear IIR filter respectively. Finally, the
clean signal is demodulated and recovered to get the original
data. The receiver link modeling is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Receivers link modeling

The simulation results for 16-QAM scheme using FSE linear
equalizer and conventional one. The constellation diagram
for the transmitted signal is shown if Figure 7. Obviously, the
signal is free from ISI before IIR filter. After the transmitted
signal is passed through the non linear IIR filter, it’s clearly
suffered from ISI distortion introduced by the IIR Filter as
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Constellation diagram of 16-QAM signal before IIR filter

caused the received symbol to move closer to another
constellation point than the transmitted one. In this case, the
equalizer will play the main role to guide the received signal
and eliminate the ISI and noise from the channel. The FSE
Equalizer block uses a linear equalizer and the FSE
algorithm to equalize a linearly modulated baseband signal
through a dispersive channel. During the simulation, the
block uses the FSE algorithm to update the weights, once per
symbol. If the Number of samples per symbol parameter is 1,
then the block implements a symbol-spaced equalizer;
otherwise, the block implements a fractionally spaced
equalizer.
The FSE Filter block can implement an adaptive FIR filter
using five different algorithms. The block estimates the filter
weights, or coefficients, needed to minimize the error
between the output signal and the desired signal. This input
signal can be a sample-based scalar or a single-channel
frame-based signal. Connect the desired signal to the desired
port. The desired signal must have the same data type, frame
status, complexity, and dimensions as the input signal. The
Output port outputs the filtered input signal, which is the
estimate of the desired signal. The output of the Output port
has the same frame status as the input signal. The Error port
outputs the result of subtracting the output signal from the
desired signal. However, the desired signal is connected to
the transmit signal before IIR filter. The equalizer will
compare between the transmitted symbol and the received
one to correlate the correct symbol and feed to the
demodulator. This block accepts only frame-based signals. If
the value of Reference tap is equal to or greater than the
frame size, the block will not work properly. The eye diagram
of the received signal before and after the equalizer is shown
in Figure 5. If one makes a look at the received signal, the
signal is affected by ISI and noise effect with SNR of less than
20 dB. When the SNR increased to 30 dB, the noise margin
start to close out and the error is decreased in eye diagram.
Since, the SNR decrease to 10 dB, the eye diagram has more
distortion in the system. Figure 6 shows the eye diagrams of
the receiver signal when SNR = 30 dB. The eye diagram
reveals less distortion given that the eye opening is more
defined. The correct eye results and less bit error and hence,
less transmission error. The received IQ signals are filtered
and fine-gained to convert them into refined IQ signals.
During the simulation, the block uses the FSE algorithm to
update the weights, once per symbol. If the Number of
samples per symbol parameter is 1, then the block
implements a symbol-spaced equalizer; otherwise, the block
implements a fractionally spaced equalizer.

Figure 8: Constellation diagram of 16-QAM signal after IIR filter

Winning the receiver of the signal, the demodulator examine
the received symbol, which may have been corrupted by the
channel or the receiver noise (AWGN). As its estimated of
what was actually transmitted, that point on the constellation
diagram which is closed to that of the received symbol.
However, it will demodulate incorrectly if the corruption has

Figure 9: Eye diagram of 16-QAM received signal (a): after
Equalizer, (b):before Equalizer
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III.

Table 1: Device Utilization Summary

SYSTEM GENERATOR DESIGN

The System Generator from Xilinx has been used to
implement 64 filter taps with transmitter and receiver paths
using 16-QAM modulation and demodulation scheme. The
MAC FIR filter from Xilinx is also used here to reduce the
multiplication process in the filter performance and to
optimize the FPGA speed and resources. The Vertix-4 FPGA
with Integrated Software Environment (ISE) software is used
to synthesis the Hardware Description Language (HDL)
code depend on Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST) tool.
After the adjustment of all FPGA constraint time which meet
the chip requirements. The accurate synchronization
between transmitter and receiver depend on peak symbol, the
bit stream of proposed model is downloaded to the FPGA
board Via JTAG adaptation program without error. The
model shown in Figure 10 represent the model
implementation in system generator block sets. The MAC
FIR filter from Xilinx which represent multiplier less filter is
used to design the FSE filter as show in Figure 11.

Table 2: Resource Comparison with Conventional design

IV. CONCLUSION
A novel ECG signal transmission via GSM mobile
network based SDR transceiver is developed and proposed
with low ISI and channel noise. The efficient FSE equalizer
is used in the receiver path to optimize the distortion
generated in the channel which perform better performance
than the conventional equalizer. Software based simulation
approach has made easily to change system parameters,
debug and test easy. The capability of proposed equalizer
within SDR transceivers shows unlimited accuracy to recover
the received symbol exactly like transmitted symbol and no
error appear were the different between the transmit and
received symbol is zero. The implementation results shows
low power consumption in term of Slices and LUTs through
FPGA resources. This development appear promising to
support the current and future healthcare performance to
overcome the problems in the conventional services.

Figure 10: FSE implementation Using System Generator
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